Practical military field engineering is now being taught to the students of Cornell University by the aid of sand-boxes, where trenches and barricades are built in miniature, under expert supervision.

Even the great mercantile establishments are cooperating with the government in the teaching of military tactics. Here is a portion of the employees of B. Altman's going through a morning routine of exercises on the roof of their building.

On the day when the President was to address Congress and call for a declaration of a state of war, a host of police descended upon the Capitol to lend moral force to their stand against the action. Here is shown a group which took possession of the Capitol steps, before being dispersed by the police.

Out at Hillcrest every morning the quiet suburb is resound with the roll of the army for drill. Under the vision of the bars, the military spirit is fostered.

On Easter Sunday the city is complete without some representation of Easter lilies. Here is a field of them, photographed at Bermuda, where they were blooming, for the American market.

No Easter edition is complete without some representation of Easter lilies. Here is a field of them, photographed at Bermuda, where they were blooming, for the American market.

Departing under unannounced orders for "Somes" York. The 1st, the first of the Grahams regime for war duty, is shown on the march up Madison avenue, and were sent to various points upstate to guard the seaports.

Up in the air. One of the workmen on the new 325-foot stacks of the New York Steam Power plant, swinging from a derrick high above the approach to the Brooklyn Bridge. In the background is the neighborly Woolworth tower.

Submarine-hunting along the French coast, they were sent forth, with an observer in the middle view shows a distant U-boat just extreme right the balloon is seen at some distance, and an observer sends news of his discoveries by